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2018 April New Cisco 300-180 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new CV0-001 Real
Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest 300-180 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 374Q&As Dowenload:
https://www.braindump2go.com/300-180.html2.|2018 Latest 300-180 Exam Questions & Answers Download:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNRFptN0xiTENBMzA?usp=sharingQUESTION 124Which option is the
cause when a DIMM is marked as bad?A. More than 16000 errors were witnessed during test execution during BIOS.B. DIMM
Blacklisting is enabled.C. The DIMM is missing.D. The bank of DIMMs is composed of different size DIMMs.Answer: A
QUESTION 125As an experienced technician, you are responsible for Technical Support in your company. A user calls to ask you
with which Cisco UCS feature he could send specific functional data using call home. How will you reply?A. call home profilesB.
call home alert groupsC. call home port groupsD. call home threshold groupsAnswer: BQUESTION 126As an experienced
technician, you should be familiar with components of the UCS solution. Which of the following have beacon LEDs? (Choose
two)A. fabric interconnectB. monitorsC. bladesD. chassisAnswer: CDQUESTION 127Refer to the following statements,
which one about full-state backup is the most accurate?A. used for either a single or dual UCS catastrophic failureB. stored as
gzipped tarballC. can be restored with no special requirementsD. easy to modify as neededAnswer: AQUESTION 128Which
two of the following descriptions best describe opt-in models? (Choose two)A. A lofical server opt-in model uses hardware values
as identifiersB. A basec opt-in model uses hardware values as identifiersC. A lofical server opt-in model uses virtualized
identifiersD. A basec opt-in model uses virtualized identifiersAnswer: BCQUESTION 129Refer to the following items, which is
contained in a user object of the UCS system contain? (Choose two)A. Microsoft Active Directory credentialsB. Authentication
and Authorization credentialsC. LDAP assignmentD. Role assignmentAnswer: CDQUESTION 130Which of the following
statements correctly describes the high availability in the Cisco UCS?A. Each group is identified by a floating node IDB. A node
is one of the two(2) Fabric InterconnectsC. A node is one of the two(2) CMCsD. A group is a set of four(4)nodesAnswer: B
QUESTION 131On a Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switch, which two options are valid traffic sources that can be monitored, when
configuring a SPAN session for a port channel?A. egress and the SAN port channel onlyB. ingress and the SAN port channel
onlyC. ingress and egress onlyD. ingress, egress, and the SAN port channelAnswer: BQUESTION 132You attempt to boot a
supported Linux operating system live image from the eUSB in a Cisco UCS blade-server environment, but the boot fails. Which
option is the most likely cause of the failure?A. In the Service Profile, a device other than the eUSB is set first in the boot order for
the server.B. The eUSB license is unavailable or the grace period of the license is expired.C. The blade servers are unable to boot
from the eUSB. The eUSB is used only for virtual machines.D. Access to the eUSB is disabled for that blade server by Power
Manager.Answer: AQUESTION 133Hotspot QuestionWhy is Virtual Fibre Channel interface 19 in err-disable state?A. Missing
transceiverB. Virtual interface is not bound to a physical interfaceC. The associated physical interface is downD. VSAN to
VLAN binding mis-configuredAnswer: DQUESTION 134Hotspot QuestionRefer to Exhibit 2. Which of the following options is
true about why this C-Series vHBA will not allow SAN boot?A. The WWPN and WWNN must matchB. Persistent Binding is
required by all operating systemsC. The default VLAN must match the FCoE VLAND. The Class of Service must be set to '1' to
negotiate Priority Flow Control for FCoE trafficAnswer: A!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 300-180 Exam Dumps (PDF &
VCE) 374Q&As Dowenload:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-180.html2.|2018 Latest 300-180 Study Guide Video: YouTube
Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=CAOPD5fGrmc
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